








UNVEILING THE CMB SKY

The ultimate
measurement of 

the CMB 
temperature 

anisotropy field











PARAMETRIC MODEL

C(θ) = CMB theoretical spectra plus physically motivated templates for the foregrounds
θ = {cosmological and nuisance (foreground and instrumental) parameters}

16 spectra in total











Cosmic Variance Limited up to l =1600, sky fraction =75-40% 
As good as it gets for cosmological parameters 

ΛCDM is an excellent fit to Planck data: χ2 = 2545 with 2479 d.o.f. à PTE = 17%

CMB TEMPERATURE POWER SPECTRUM
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POLARIZATION POWER SPECTRA

Red line is the best-fit cosmology from temperature data: success of the ΛCDM model
Residual low level systematics are still unaccounted for O(1 uK2) (e.g., T à P leakage,…)
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INFLATIONARY GRAVITATIONAL WAVES

Planck 2015 results. XX

Bicep2/Keck Array + Planck BB
r0.05 < 0.09 @95% CL

constraints from B-modes alone are already 
stronger than temperature

Bicep2/Keck Array + Planck BB & TT
r0.05 < 0.07 @95% CL

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016)

Upper limits on primordial tensor modes.
The constraints from Planck temperature
are already cosmic variance limited.

To improve we need direct detection of
primordial B-modes.
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Almost independent determinations from polarized spectra - good consistency 
TT à EE at most 1σ shifts
TT à TE at most 0.5σ shifts
TE results are already almost as powerful as TT

The good agreement of the angular power spectra was shown in a previous slide 

Base ΛCDM



Gravitational Lensing
The gravitational tug of the intervening large scale structure distorts photon paths. Deflections
~ 2 arcmin, coherent over 2 degree scales. A subtle effect that may be measured statistically
with high angular resolution, low-noise observations of the CMB, like those from Planck.



UNLENSED

Gravitational Lensing
The gravitational tug of the intervening large scale structure distorts photon paths. Deflections
~ 2 arcmin, coherent over 2 degree scales. A subtle effect that may be measured statistically
with high angular resolution, low-noise observations of the CMB, like those from Planck.

simulation



LENSED

Gravitational Lensing
The gravitational tug of the intervening large scale structure distorts photon paths. Deflections
~ 2 arcmin, coherent over 2 degree scales. A subtle effect that may be measured statistically
with high angular resolution, low-noise observations of the CMB, like those from Planck.

simulation



Gravitational Lensing

Credit: A. Challinor



Breaks degeneracies in 
constraining: Dark Matter, Large 
scale structure evolution, 
Curvature, Neutrino masses, …

Amplitude constrained to ~ 2.5%
40 sigma detection 

Deflections induce a distinctive non-
Gaussianity -> 4pt correlation function 
-> gravitational potential

Gravitational Lensing

Planck 2015 results. XV



G. Simard et al. SPT Collaboration 2018

Good agreement between Planck CMB Temperature, Polarization and Lensing

Planck measurements consistent with other CMB experiments (e.g. WMAP, ACT
and SPT), with Baryon Acoustic Oscillation, Type Ia SN.

Tensions with some low-z observables

PLANCK
H0 = 67.31 ± 0.96 km s−1Mpc−1 (PlanckTT+LFI LowP)

H0 = 66.88 ± 0.91 km s−1Mpc−1 (PlanckTT+HFI LowP)

DIRECT MEASUREMENTS (Riess et al. 2016)

H0 = 73.24 ± 1.74 km s−1Mpc−1

σ8 from Planck > estimates from optical 
weak lensing surveys and (possibly) large 
galaxy clusters number counts.

ΛCDM: a success story…







SUMMARY
ü Planck temperature data are more precise than those from any previous CMB experiment ->

Ultimate (cosmic variance limited) measurement of CMB anisotropy

ü Main Goal fulfilled: Cosmological parameters determined at unprecedented sub-% precision

ü Opened a new window on polarized foregrounds and CMB polarization science

ü First results from polarization in good agreement with temperature

ü Planck has set the bar high: and yet we find no compelling evidence for new physics beyond
the base inflationary ΛCDM model of Cosmology
–> if there are deviations they ought to be small and challenging to detect

ü There are some tensions with astrophysical low-z measurements, which may or may not
hint at new physics. At present, simple extensions to ΛCDM cannot explain all of them.

ü The Planck Legacy Release is approaching (2018)
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